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A B S T R A C T

Interfacial interactions between carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and polymer matrices play a

critical role in the bulk mechanical performance of CNT-reinforced polymer nanocompos-

ites, but their mechanisms remain elusive after over a decade of research. Here we present

an in situ electron microscopy nanomechanical study of the non-covalent van der Waals

interfaces between individual CNTs and epoxy resins in conjunction with atomistic

simulations. By pulling out individual double-walled CNTs from Epon 828 films inside a

high resolution electron microscope, the nanomechanical measurements capture the

shear lag effect on CNT–epoxy interfaces. The maximum pull-out load of CNT–epoxy inter-

faces is found to be about 44% higher than the recently reported value for CNT–poly(methyl

methacrylate) (PMMA) interfaces that were characterized using the same experimental

technique and the same batch of dispersed CNTs. The higher interfacial strength of

CNT–epoxy interfaces is partially attributed to the forced molecular deformations of aro-

matic rings in epoxy chains in the vicinity of the binding interface, which is supported

by molecular dynamics simulations of the CNT–polymer interfacial interactions. The

research findings contribute to a better understanding of the local load transfer on the

tube–polymer interface and the tube’s reinforcing mechanism, and ultimately the optimal

design and performance of nanotube-reinforced polymer nanocomposites.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The quest for light-weight and high-strength materials is of

importance for the aerospace industry as a result of an

increasingly demanding payload projected for next-genera-

tion flying vehicles. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), a type of
ultra-strong, resilient and tubular nanostructure, have been

holding great promise for disruptive fiber-reinforced polymer

nanocomposites technologies [1,2] since their discovery [3].

Although substantial advances have been achieved over the

past two decades, the bulk mechanical properties of CNT-

reinforced polymer nanocomposites remain unsatisfactory
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and far from their anticipated levels. Among all the technical

challenges, lack of understanding of nanotube–polymer inter-

faces is considered to be a vital, but insurmountable issue in

realizing the reinforcing effect of these nano-fillers. This is

because the realization of the reinforcing effect of the high-

strength additive nanotubes relies on an adequate load trans-

fer on the tube–polymer interface. However, the prevalent

failure mode for nanotube-reinforced polymer nanocompos-

ites occurs on the interface, shown as the pull-out of tubes

from polymer matrices. The nanotube–polymer interface

involves sophisticated physical–chemical adsorption phe-

nomenon. In particular, prior studies on the polymerization

dynamics in the presence of CNTs [4–6] suggest that nanotube

additives are much more than passive contributors to the

mechanical enhancement of polymers. It is quite likely that

these nanotubes not only mix into the polymer, but also ini-

tiate and participate in reactions that lead to microstructural

development of polymer in the neighborhood of nanotubes

[7–10]. A recent study reports that the polymer chains close

to the binding interface with CNTs have more compact pack-

ing, higher orientation, and better mechanical properties

compared with bulk polymers [11].

Direct quantitative measurements of the interfacial

strength of individual nanotubes with polymers are essen-

tial to a complete understanding of the interfacial stress

transfer and their reinforcing mechanisms. However, a vast

majority of the reported studies on CNT-reinforced polymers

in the literature was carried out at a macroscopic level, and

can at most be used to evaluate interfacial strength proper-

ties qualitatively and indirectly [12,13]. Reports on direct,

quantitative, and microscopic measurements of the inter-

faces formed by individual nanotubes or nanofibers with

polymers remain quite limited [14–22]. It is noted that epoxy

is the most popular polymer employed in the reported sin-

gle-tube measurements [14], which is most probably due

to the wide usage of epoxy resin in practical applications.

Notably, Wagner and his co-workers [23] reported the first

single-tube pull-out event by stretching a multi-walled

CNT (MWCNT) out of an epoxy film inside a transmission

electron microscope (TEM). Subsequently, they reported

quantitative measurements inside atomic force microscopes

(AFM) [17–20]. Recently, single-tube pull-out measurements

based on microelectromechanical system (MEMS)-based

loading cells on the interfaces of CNT–epoxy and carbon

nanofiber (CNF)–epoxy were reported by Lou et al. [21,22]

and Chasiotis et al. [14], respectively. The key results from

these studies are summarized in Table 1. In spite of all

these valuable advances, several limitations and challenges

remain yet to be solved. First, systematic studies of the

nanotube–polymer interface require measurements cross a

wide range of the embedded tube lengths. This is of partic-

ular importance to capture the shear lag effect [20,24] on

the local stress transfer on the interface. By considering

the nanotube pull-out as a crack initiation and propagation

process, shear lag effect indicates that effective load trans-

fer occurs only within a certain embedded length. However,

some of the reported studies are based on quite limited data

points (n < 5), from which accurate and reliable knowledge

on the interfacial strength cannot be established. Second,

experimental data on interfaces between tubes of small
numbers of walls and diameters and polymers remain

extremely scarce. In nanotube-reinforced polymer nano-

composites, the stress in the polymer is transferred to the

outermost shell of the tube through the tube–polymer inter-

face, while the inner tube shells contribute little to load

bearing due to the weak inter-layer van der Waals (vdW)

interaction. In other words, only the outermost shell of

the tube contributes to its reinforcing effect. Therefore, it

is of advantage to use small-diameter tubes in exploring

their polymer nanocomposites. However, the reported stud-

ies as listed in Table 1 are based on multi-walled CNTs or

single-walled CNT (SWCNT) bundles of quite large diame-

ters, and the interface formed by tubes of sub-10 nm in

outer diameter and polymers remains largely unexplored.

Third, it is challenging to draw solid conclusions through

comparison of the reported data with large scattering. This

is because the data were obtained using different single-

tube measurement techniques and based on different types

of nanotubes and/or polymers. The tube–polymer interfacial

interaction depends on the types of tubes and polymers.

The molecular structure of polymer matrices, in particular

the monomer structures such as aromatic rings, has a sub-

stantial influence on its binding affinity with CNTs. The

knowledge of the interfacial strength helps to understand

and elucidate the role of these molecular structures and

their atomistic-level reactions to the binding surface of

CNTs. To the best of our knowledge, experimental studies

on interfaces that are formed by the same type of tubes

with different types of polymers and characterized using

the same single-tube measurement technique remain unex-

plored. The lack of such critical data makes it an intractable

task to evaluate and compare the interfaces based on differ-

ent types of polymer matrices. Recently, our research group

proposed an in situ electron microscopy nanomechanical

single-tube testing scheme [24], which is promising to over-

come the above-mentioned limitations and challenges. Our

nanomechanical scheme was successfully demonstrated by

testing the interface formed by double-walled CNTs

(DWCNTs) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Our sin-

gle-tube pull-out approach is based on a novel preparation

method of the tube–polymer interface that is formed inside

a sandwiched polymer/tube/polymer thin-film composite.

Our proposed testing scheme is envisioned to be capable

of quantifying the strength of interfaces formed by a wide

variety of polymers (e.g., both thermoplastic and thermoset)

and nanostructures with a broad range of diameters (i.e.,

from a few to hundreds of nanometers) [24].

In this paper, we present a nanomechanical study of the

interfacial strength between individual CNTs and epoxy

using our in situ electron microscopy single-tube pull-out

testing techniques. Our results report, for the first time, that

the maximum pull-out load of CNT–epoxy interfaces is

about 44% higher than that of CNT–PMMA interfaces. The

observed high interfacial strength of CNT–epoxy interfaces

is analyzed from the perspectives of the chemical composi-

tions and molecular structures of epoxy, and is ascribed

partially to the translation and rotation of the aromatic

rings in epoxy resins. Our analysis is supported by the

results from the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of

the relaxation of the model epoxy and PMMA chains on
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the surface of CNTs. This study demonstrates that our in

situ nanomechanical single-tube pull-out experimental

technique can be used to characterize the unique nanome-

chanical signatures of the interfaces formed by CNTs with a

variety of polymer matrices, thus enabling a convincing

quantification and comparison of the interfacial strength

across different nanotube-polymer nanocomposite systems.

The research findings presented in this paper contribute to

a better understanding of the load transfer on the tube–

polymer interface and the tube’s reinforcing mechanism,

and ultimately the optimal design and performance of

nanotube-reinforced polymer nanocomposites.
2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation

The preparation of all the samples employed in this study

mostly follows the same protocols reported in Ref. [24]. Dou-

ble-walled CNTs employed in this study were dispersed in

deionized (DI) water using ultrasonication with the aid of

ionic surfactants sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (NaD-

DBS). The dispersed nanotubes were characterized inside a

high resolution AFM (XE-70, Park systems). Their lengths are

found to be mostly less than 2 lm, and their outer diameters

are normally distributed and are mostly within 2.0–4.2 nm

(>92%). The surface chemistry of the dispersed nanotubes

was characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

(FTIR) using a Nicolet 8700 FTIR Spectrometer from Thermo

Electron Corp.

The employed Epon 828 difunctional bisphenol A/epichlo-

rohydrin epoxy resin compounded and curing agent EPIKURE

3200 aminoethyl piperazine (AEP) were purchased from

Momentive Specialty Chemicals Inc. The CNT–epoxy inter-

faces employed in the single-tube nanomechanical pull-out

tests were prepared inside sandwiched polymer/tube/poly-

mer thin-film composites. In brief, Epon 828 with curing agent

at a weight ratio of 5:1 was dissolved in toluene at a weight

ratio of 1:1. The solution was then spin-coated on a clean

silicon wafer to form a thin epoxy resin layer (�1 lm in thick-

ness after curing), followed by the deposition of a well-

dispersed double-walled CNTs solution and another polymer

layer. The sandwich-like CNT-embedded thin-film polymer

was cured at 25 �C for 12 h and 150 �C for an additional two

hours in a vacuum oven. The thin-film composite was broken

by means of cracking the substrate using a diamond scriber,

and some of the embedded tubes were exposed as straight

free-standing cantilever structures. It is noted that the depos-

ited CNTs on the polymer surface were rinsed with DI water

before the deposition of the top polymer layer to remove pos-

sible surfactant residues, which may have a substantial influ-

ence on the tube–polymer interfacial interactions [28,29]. The

tubular structures of CNTs prepared using this method were

inspected using high resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HRTEM) techniques (a representative HRTEM

image is shown as Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Materials).

The HRTEM inspection confirms that CNTs have clean struc-

tural surfaces. The effect of the surfactant residue on the

tube–polymer interface is considered to be quite minimal.
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2.2. Single-tube pull out measurements

The in-situ pull-out tests were performed inside an FEI Nano-

lab 600 electron microscope. Silicon AFM probes (model CSG

01, NT-MDT) were employed as the force sensors employed

in the pull-out tests. The spring constant of each employed

AFM probe was calibrated using a thermal tuning method

and was found to be within the range of 0.04–0.09 N/m. The

pull-out load is calculated based on the spring constant of

the AFM force sensor and its last recorded deflection in the

pull-out test with a resolution of about 0.5–1 nN. The AFM

sensor was mounted to a 3D piezo stage that possesses

1 nm displace resolution in the X–Y–Z axes and was con-

trolled to move at a rate of approximately 0.5–1 lm/s. The

embedded tube length is measured directly using the high

resolution electron beam with a resolution of a few

nanometers.
2.3. Molecular dynamics simulations

MD simulations are carried out by using OPLS-AA force field

[30]. The OPLS-AA force field has been widely used in molec-

ular analysis of polymer materials. The functional form of the

OPLS-AA force field is evaluated as the sum of four individual

energy contributions that are associated with bond stretch-

ing, angle bending, torsion and non-bonded part, respectively.

The non-bonded energy contribution is computed as a sum of

Coulomb and 12-6 Lennard-Jones contributions for pairwise

intra- and intermolecular interactions related to electrostatic

and van der Waals interactions. All the parameters used in

the energy calculation are taken directly from the standard

OPLS-AA. Energy minimization is performed to find the ther-

mally stable configuration and achieve a conformation with

minimum potential energy for the system. After the equilib-

rium state is achieved, NVT ensemble simulations with tem-

perature 300 K are carried out based on the Berendsen

thermostat [31]. The velocity Verlet time stepping method is

utilized with an integration time step of 0.5 fs. A cutoff dis-

tance of 10 Å is used for all potentials. To speed up computa-

tion, the atoms in DWCNTs are fixed to their initial positions,

which facilitates the characterization of the polymer confor-

mation with respect to the DWCNT.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. In situ electron microscopy single-tube nanome-
chanical pull-out measurements

The interfacial binding strength of individual CNTs with

epoxy was first characterized using our in situ electron

microscopy single-tube nanomechanical pull-out techniques.

Fig. 1(a)–(c) schematically shows the key steps in the single-

tube nanomechanical pull-out measurements inside a high

resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM). In this testing

scheme, the CNT–polymer interface is prepared using a poly-

mer/nanotube/polymer sandwich scheme. The tip of an AFM

force sensor that is mounted to a 3D piezo stage is first con-

trolled to approach the free end of a nanotube that is partially

embedded into a thin-film polymer, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
Subsequently, the free end of the tube is spot-welded to the

tip of the AFM sensor by means of electron-beam-induced

deposition (EBID) of platinum (Pt) [32] (Fig. 1(b)). It is noted

that the deposited Pt using this approach will not only coat

the window area specified during the spot deposition process,

but also cover the whole extruding portion of the tube (typi-

cally 100–500 nm in length) through diffusion [33]. Then, the

AFM force sensor is displaced incrementally to apply an

increasing tensile stretching force until the embedded portion

of the tube is fully pulled out of the polymer film (Fig. 1(c)). It

is noted that the coverage of the Pt on the extruding portion

of the tube helps the measurement of the tube embedded

length, while not tampering with the CNT–polymer interface

and its interfacial strength.

The preparation of desirable pull-out samples is of impor-

tance not only to the success of the pull-out test, but also to

the next-stage interpretation and analysis of the experimen-

tal data. For instance, to ensure that the tube is pulled out

from the polymer in a pure stretching mode, both the extrud-

ing and the embedded portions of the chosen tube need to be

straight, and its orientation is aligned with the stretching

force direction. The tube used in our pull-out tests are

DWCNTs, whose outer diameters are found, by AFM imaging,

to be normally distributed and mostly within 2.0–4.2 nm

(>92%). The lengths of the dispersed tubes are found to be

mostly less than 2 lm. Our AFM imaging measurements show

that the employed dispersed tubes are able to stay straight on

the polymer surface after spin-coating deposition. Surface

chemistry of the employed tubes is another important factor

in the understanding of the CNT–polymer interface. The sur-

face chemistry of the dispersed nanotubes was characterized

by using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and

found to be free of functional groups such as C@O, CH and

OH [24]. Therefore, the interfacial interaction between CNTs,

which exhibit an even charge distribution [34], and polymers

that were characterized in our single-tube pull-out tests are

based on non-covalent vdW interactions. Epon 828 is selected

as the epoxy resin in this study because it is widely used in

various industries and was also employed in two recent sin-

gle-tube pull-out measurements [14,21]. Fig. 1(d)–(f) shows

three selected SEM snapshots of a represented single-tube

measurement of CNT–epoxy interfaces, which correspond to

Fig. 1(a)–(c), respectively. The pull-out load was measured to

be 206 nN. After the pull-out test, the embedded tube length

in the epoxy film was measured to be 416 nm from the

zoom-in view SEM image shown in Fig. 1(f). In our pull-out

tests, it is noted that a high resolution electron beam was

employed to monitor the nanomanipulation processes, the

mechanical response of the tested tube, and the displacement

and deflection of the AFM force sensor. While the electron

beam irradiation reportedly has a material influence on the

strength of nanotubes [35], it is expected to have little-to-no

effect on the nanotube–polymer interfacial strength. This is

because the nanotube–polymer interface was buried below a

layer of polymer of �1 lm in thickness and not exposed

directly to the electron beam.

It can be clearly seen from Fig. 1(f) that the whole tube,

including the embedded segment, remained straight after

pull-out and was aligned nearly parallel to the stretching

direction. This is a strong indication that the embedded tube



Fig. 1 – 3D Illustration of our in situ SEM nanomechanical single-tube pull-out scheme and selected results of one

representative pull-out measurement: (a) The tip of an AFM force sensor is controlled to approach the free end of a selected

protruding nanotube; (b) The nanotube free end is welded to the AFM tip using EBID of Pt; (c) The tube is pulled out completely

from the polymer. (d)–(f) Three selected SEM snapshots of one representative single-tube pull-out test, corresponding to the

schematic drawings shown in (a)–(c), respectively. The bottom image in (f) is a zoom-in view of the pulled-out nanotube. All

scale bars represent 500 nm. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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in the polymer was straight and also aligned to the pulling

force direction. To further confirm that the orientations of

the tested tube before and after the pull-out measurement

remain intact, we performed control tests as illustrated in

Fig. 2(a), in which the chosen tube was originally oriented in

a substantial angle to the pulling force direction. After the

pull-out test, the whole tube is expected to stay straight and

remain in the same orientation as its initial protruding seg-

ment. The snapshots in Fig. 2(b) show one of the actual

pull-out tests. The initial orientation angle of the free-stand-

ing portion of the tube with respect to the pulling force direc-

tion or the axis of the AFM probe tip is measured to be 40�.
After being pulled out of the polymer, the whole tube

remained straight with an orientation angle of 44�, as shown

in the inset snapshot in Fig. 2(b). Our results clearly show that

there is little alternation to the nanotube orientation during

the pull-out process, which can be ascribed to the firm fixed
clamping of the tube’s free end to the AFM tip. The control

test shown in Fig. 2(b) directly supports our statement that

the orientation of the tube remains largely intact after the

pull-out test in our single-tube pull-out testing scheme.

Therefore, the measured pull-out load for the test shown in

Fig. 1(d)–(f) equals the maximum bearable load on the tube–

polymer interface. However, we must point out that the tube

undergoes not only stretching, but also bending deformations

when its initial orientation does not align with the pulling

force direction. In such case, the analysis of the nanotube–

polymer interfacial strength must take into account the bend-

ing effect, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Data

recorded in such pull-out measurements are excluded in

the data analysis presented in the next section.

It is noted that the pull-out test as illustrated in Fig. 1(a)–(c)

may not always yield a successful pull-out as the one shown

in Fig. 1(f). The following two scenarios of the outcome of our



Fig. 2 – Three scenarios observed in our in situ SEM nanomechanical single-tube pull-out tests. (i) Pulling out a tube of an

initial angle to the pulling force direction: (a) schematic drawing; (b) SEM images showing the orientation of the same tube

before (main image) and after (right-bottom inset) the pull-out test. (ii) fracture of a tube during the pull-out test: SEM images

showing the same tube (c) before and (d) after the tube fracture. (iii) Telescopic pull-out of a tube: SEM images showing the

same tube (e) before and (f) after the telescopic pull-out. The inset drawing schematically shows the telescopic pull-out of a

DWCNT. All scale bars represent 500 nm. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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pull-out tests were also experimentally observed: (1) the tube

was fractured and its embedded portion remained inside the

matrix; (2) a telescopic pull-out of the tube occurred and its

embedded portion remained inside the matrix. Fig. 2(c) and

(d) shows two selected snapshots of one representative mea-
surement that display the first scenario. In this measurement,

the tube was fractured at its protruding segment, while its

embedded portion inside the polymer remained intact. It is

noted that the fracturing of the tube is caused by the normal

stress in the tube, which remains the same in its protruding
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segment and starts to decreases with its entry depth into the

polymer. Because the normal stress in the tube is always

higher at its protruding portion than its embedded segment,

the chance of the tube fracture at its embedded portion is

quite low, if not impossible. Therefore, the measured embed-

ded length after the tube was pulled out of the polymer as

illustrated in Fig. 1(c) represents the actual contact length of

the tube inside the polymer. Because DWCNTs were used in

our tests, it is possible that the outer tube shell, which was
Fig. 3 – (a) The measured dependence of the pull-out load on th

recorded on CNT–epoxy interface. The empty circles represent t

reproduced from Ref. [24]. The dashed lines represent the respe

embedded lengths are below or above the critical embedded len

parameters in the single-tube pull-out test: P is the pull-out loa

outer diameter; and t is the total thickness of the thin film polym

strength (IFSS) of CNT–epoxy interfaces. The vertical dashed lin

lengths. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
attached to the AFM force sensor, might be broken first, lead-

ing to a telescopic pull-out of the inner tube shell (i.e., the sec-

ond scenario). The SEM snapshots shown in Fig. 2(e) and (f)

display one such telescopic pull-out measurement. The event

of the telescopic pull-out can be identified from comparing

the lateral sizes of the protruding (i.e., double-walled) and

the pulled-out tube segments (i.e., single-walled) of the tested

tube shown in the recorded SEM images, as schematically

shown in the inset of Fig. 2(f). By comparing the two
e embedded tube length. The solid dots represent the data

he recently published data on CNT–PMMA interface that are

ctive linear fitting curves to the data set whose tube

gth. The inset schematic drawing illustrates the critical

d; l is the nanotube embedded length; Dnt is the nanotube

er. (b) The calculated average and maximum interfacial shear

es refer to the locations of the respective critical embedded
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snapshots shown in Fig. 2(e) and (f), it can be seen that the

outer tube shell broke at the position indicated by the red

arrow. Because the contact between the nanotube and the

polymer remains intact in the telescopic pull-out, the data

recorded in such measurements does not indicate the actual

strength of the nanotube–polymer interface.

3.2. Pull-out load versus embedded tube length

We performed a number of single-tube pull-out tests on the

DWCNT–epoxy samples using the nanomechanical character-

ization illustrated in Fig. 1(a)–(c). Among them, 26 measure-

ments were identified to yield successful pull-out of the

embedded tube segment as the one shown in Fig. 1(d)–(f).

The solid circle curve in Fig. 3(a) shows the dependence of

the pull-out load on the embedded tube length recorded in

these measurements. The embedded tube length is found to

range from 53 nm to 1100 nm, and the measured pull-out load

ranges from 55 nN to 243 nN. Our results show that the pull-

out load is initially in an increasing trend with the tube

embedded length up to 200 nm, and then fluctuates within a

band range of 206–243 nN even after a fivefold increase of

the embedded length. The observed fluctuation of the pull-

out force is attributed to the variations of the nanotube diam-

eter and the nanotube–polymer interface. The observed

dependence of the pull-out load on the embedded tube length

is a clear indication of the shear lag effect on the failure of the

CNT–epoxy interface. The nanotube pull-out process occurs as

interfacial debonding through crack propagation. It is noted

that the crack on the tube–polymer interface always initiates

at the tube entry position. The interface debonding process

leads to a saturated pull-out load when the embedded length

exceeds a threshold value named as ‘‘critical embedded

length’’. The shear lag effect in the nanotube pull-out process

indicates that an effective shear load transfer on the nano-

tube–polymer interface occurs only within the critical embed-

ded length range. In this work, the critical embedded length

for the tested DWCNT–epoxy interface is estimated to be the

length value corresponding to the cross point of the two

dashed lines shown in Fig. 3(a), and is found to be about

200 nm, which corresponds to a nominal tube aspect ratio of

about 65. It is noted that the shear lag effect was also observed

on DWCNT–PMMA interfaces that were recently characterized

using the same testing techniques and same batch of CNT

samples [24]. For the purpose of comparison, the recently

reported data on the DWCNT–PMMA interface are also plotted

in Fig. 3(a) (empty circles), which shows a critical embedded

length of about 350 nm or a nominal tube aspect ratio of 113.

It can be clearly seen that the required load for pulling out

CNTs from epoxy is consistently higher than from PMMA.

The horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 3(a) mark the average val-

ues of the pull-out load within the respective bands, which

are calculated to be 226 nN for CNT–epoxy interface and

157 nN for CNT–PMMA interfaces. Because the same batch of

DWCNT tubes were employed in the studies of these two types

of CNT–polymer interfaces, our results reveal that the maxi-

mum pull-out load of CNT–epoxy interfaces is, on an average

basis, about 44% higher than that of CNT–PMMA interfaces.

The critical embedded length for CNT–epoxy interfaces is

43% shorter than that of CNT–PMMA interfaces. The observed
difference in the critical embedded length is mainly ascribed

to the different stress distribution and stored elastic energy

along the length of the tube–polymer interface, both of which

are dependent on the Young’s modulus of the polymer.

Because epoxy possesses a much higher modulus than PMMA,

the stored elastic energy, which is required to propagate an

interfacial crack through the tube–polymer interface region,

reaches a saturated value with a shorter embedded length

for CNT–epoxy interfaces, compared to that for CNT–PMMA

interfaces. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first

reported work on comparing two different types of nanotube–

polymer interfaces using the same experimental characteriza-

tion techniques and the same batch of nanotubes. Our

findings on the dependence of the pull-out load on the embed-

ded tube length for different types of polymers are useful in

the optimal design of nanotube-reinforced polymer nanocom-

posites, in particular for the selection of polymer matrices and

the geometrical dimensions of nanotubes fillers.

3.3. Interfacial fracture energy and interfacial strength

To compare our data on the strength of CNT–epoxy interfaces

with prior results reported in the literature, we calculate the

interfacial fracture energy and interfacial shear strength

(IFSS) based on our single-tube nanomechanical measure-

ments. The inset drawing in Fig. 3(a) illustrates some of the

key physical quantities in our single-tube pull-out scheme

that are used in calculating these parameters: the outer diam-

eter of the nanotube Dnt; its initial embedded length l; the

pull-out load P; and the total thickness of the polymer film t.

Neglecting the friction effect at the interface, the interfa-

cial fracture energy, Gc, is given by [36]

Gc ¼
2
p2

ð1þ csc h2ð2n� l=DntÞÞ
Ent � Dnt

P
Dnt

� �2

; ð1Þ

where Ent is the nanotube’s Young’s modulus. n is a parameter

given by n ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Em
Entð1þmmÞ�logðt=DntÞ

q
, in which Em and mm are the

Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of polymers, respec-

tively. It is noted that both the quantified interfacial fracture

energy and the interfacial strength are dependent on the tube

diameter employed in the calculation. Because the diameters

of the tested tubes (2–4.2 nm) are quite close to the resolution

limit of the electron beam and thus could not be measured

precisely on the spot, we employ the statistical values of the

nanotubes’ diameters measured by AFM in the analysis of

the interfacial strength [24]. In the following analysis and dis-

cussion, we focus on the results obtained using the median

tube diameter (3.1 nm), which are considered to be most rep-

resentative of the measured CNT–polymer interfacial proper-

ties. The data based on the lower and upper limits of the

nanotube diameter (i.e., 2.0 nm and 4.2 nm) are also calcu-

lated and summarized in Table 1. The following parameters

are employed in the calculation: Ent = 1 TPa [37]; Em = 2.8 GPa

[38]; t = 2 lm; and mm = 0.33 [39]. Gc is calculated to be within

0.29–0.40 J/m2 based on the median tube diameter. The two

solid lines shown in Fig. S2 (see Supplementary Materials)

represent the theoretical curves between the pull-out load

and the embedded length based on the lower and upper limits

of the calculated values of Gc. The full range of Gc (0.116–1.5 J/

m2) is consistent with both the data (0.05–0.25 J/m2) reported
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by Lou et al. [21] on the interface of MWCNTs with Epon 828

and the data (1.9 ± 0.9 J/m2) reported by Chasiotis et al. [14]

for the interface of CNFs with Epon 828. Atomistic simula-

tions were also performed to investigate the nanoscale inter-

facial fracture toughness between graphene and Epon 828

[40]. The interfacial fracture energy is reported to be about

0.203 J/m2, which is also consistent with our data. It is noted

that the interfacial adhesion interactions between CNTs and

polymers were also characterized by several other tech-

niques, such as sessile-drop, capillary rise and drop-on-fiber

methods. Notably, Kim et al. reported the interfacial adhesion

energies between pristine multi-walled CNTs and a variety of

carbon-based polymers (e.g., Polystyrene (PS) and Polyethyl-

ene (PE)) to be within the range of 73–89 mJ/m2 [41,42]. The

reported values are slightly lower than the data obtained on

the CNT–epoxy interface in the present study, but are compa-

rable to the data reported on the CNT–PMMA interface (54–

800 mJ/m2) [24].

We evaluate the interfacial shear stress (IFSS) of CNT–

epoxy interfaces using two criteria, including the average IFSS,

by assuming uniform stress on the entire interface and the

maximum IFSS that occurs at the tube entry position. It is

noted that the interfacial shear stress is developed on the

tube–polymer interface in response to the applied stretching

force on the tube. The value of the shear stress is actually dis-

tributed non-uniformly across the entire tube–polymer inter-

face. The shear stress has its maximum value at the tube

entry position and decays nearly exponentially with the tube

entry depth into the polymer. The average IFSS is calculated

based on the whole interfacial area that is given by

save ¼ P
p�l�Dnt

, and is only meaningful for a relatively short

embedded length, for which the pull-out load is in a nearly

linearly proportional relationship with the embedded length.

The solid-dot curve on the left side of the vertical line in

Fig. 3(b) shows the calculated average IFSS of the CNT–epoxy

interface based on the median tube diameter, which is found

to be 130 ± 34 MPa for l < 200 nm. Our data on the average IFSS

are consistent with the simulation results reported by Liu

et al. and Wong et al. [25,26] and the experimental results

reported on the CNF-Epon 828 interface [14], while substan-

tially higher than the value reported on MWCNT-Epon 828

interface [21]. Fig. 3(b) also shows that the average IFSS of

CNT–epoxy interfaces is substantially higher than that of

CNT–PMMA interfaces, which is found to be 45 ± 9 MPa.

The maximum IFSS, which occurs at the tube entry posi-

tion, is given as [43,44]

smax ¼
2P � n

p � D2
nt � tan hð2n� l=DntÞ

: ð2Þ

The solid-dot curve on the right side of the vertical line in

Fig. 3(b) shows the calculated maximum IFSS on the CNT–

epoxy interface based on the median tube diameter for the

measurements above the critical embedded length in

Fig. 3(a). The maximum IFSS is found to be about

270 ± 12 MPa for l > 200 nm. Our result is quite close to the

data reported on the CNF–epoxy interface (224 ± 60 MPa)

[14]. CNFs reportedly have much larger surface roughness

than CNTs, which inevitably benefits the shear stress transfer

on the fiber–polymer interface through the inter-locking

mechanism. The comparable interfacial strength between
CNF/CNT with polymer confirms that CNTs are superior filler

materials for polymer nanocomposites. On a comparison

basis, the maximum IFSS of CNT–PMMA interfaces is found

to be 163 ± 15 MPa, based on the data (empty dots) shown in

Fig. 3(b). Therefore, our results show that the maximum IFSS

of CNT–epoxy interfaces is 65.6% higher than that of CNT–

PMMA interfaces.

3.4. Molecular dynamics simulation of CNT–polymer
interfaces

In this section, we present an analysis of the strengths of the

two types of CNT–polymer interfaces that were characterized

in the nanomechanical measurements with the aid of molec-

ular dynamics simulations. Our simulations and discussion

focus on the molecular deformations of polymer chains that

bind to the nanotube surface, and aim to explain the molecu-

lar mechanism accounting for the observed difference in the

strength of CNT–epoxy and CNT–PMMA interfaces.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) illustrates the chemical structures of epoxy

(Epon 828 and curing agent aminoethyl piperazine (AEP)) and

PMMA, respectively. In the chemical structure of epoxy, n

could be equal to 0, 1 or 2. In the following discussion as well

as in the MD simulations, n = 1 is employed based on the

weight ratio of Epon 828 and curing agent used in the exper-

iment. The chemical compositions and their respective

atomic percentage are listed in Table 2. It can be seen that

these two types of polymers have quite similar chemical com-

positions. The percentage of hydrogen (H) atoms in epoxy

(51.8%) is slightly lower compared with PMMA (54.1%), while

the percentage of carbon (C) atoms is relatively higher in

epoxy (39.5%) compared with PMMA (32.8%). Nitrogen (N)

atoms account for 2.6% of total atoms in epoxy and come

exclusively from the curing agent, but are absent in PMMA.

The latter contains higher percentage of oxygen (O) atoms

(13.1%) than the former (6.1%). It is noted that N atoms with

lone electron pairs in the amine groups reportedly have

strong physisorption binding strength with C atoms (in CNTs)

due to the strong electrostatic interactions ascribed to polar-

ized electronic structures [45–49]. Therefore, the composition

of N atoms in epoxy contributes to the higher binding

strength of CNT–epoxy interfaces. However, due to their low

atomic percentage, their contribution is considered to be lim-

ited, thus not high enough to account for the 44% higher pull-

out load observed for epoxy.

Even though both polymers have similar chemical compo-

sitions, their molecular structures are quite different from

each other. In particular, 21% of C atoms in epoxy exist in

the form of four aromatic rings, all of which are located in

the polymer backbone. Such aromatic carbon rings are absent

in the molecular structures of PMMA chains, in which the C

atoms either exist on the polymer backbone in a linear chain

form or on the side branches (i.e., the ester groups). Prior

studies show that aromatic rings in polymers have a substan-

tial influence on their binding strength with nanotubes

[34,48–50]. Both the distance and orientation of the aromatic

rings with respect to the nanotube surface matter for their

vdW interactions. It is noted from Fig. 4(a) that an aromatic

ring is made of three CAC and three C@C bonds, and is teth-

ered to the polymer backbone through one CAO and one CAC



Fig. 4 – (a) Chemical structure of Epon 828 units (in black) crossed linked with one AEP unit (in red). (b) Chemical structure of

PMMA units. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Table 2 – Chemical compositions of epoxy (Epon 828 crossed linked AEP, assuming n = 1 in its molecule structure) and PMMA
and their atomic percentages.

Polymer matrix Percentage of chemical elements % of C atoms in aromatic rings

C H N O

Epoxy 39.5% 51.8% 2.6% 6.1% 21%
PMMA 32.8% 54.1% – 13.1% –

(a)

(c)

C C
C

C C
C

(b)

(d)

Fig. 5 – The projected molecular conformation transitions in epoxy and PMMA chains due to their respective binding

interaction with CNT: (a) and (b) show the original and deformed conformations of an aromatic ring, respectively; (c) and (d)

show the original and deformed conformations of a representative polymer backbone that is composed of six carbon atoms,

respectively. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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bonds, which are positioned on the opposite side of the aro-

matic ring. In addition, each of those C atoms, which are

not connected directly to the polymer backbones, also pos-

sesses one CAH bond. All the C and H atoms in an aromatic

ring stay in the same plane and behave like a rigid structure.

The drawings shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) illustrate how an aro-

matic ring may move on the surface of a nanotube. The

attractive vdW force exerted on all the C atoms in the aro-

matic ring can be simplified as a concentrated load applied
on the ring center plus a bending moment. The concentrated

load will try to bring the aromatic ring closer to the nanotube

surface, while the bending moment will induce a rotation of

the aromatic ring so that its orientation angle with the CNT

binding surface will become smaller. It is noted that the teth-

ering bonds on the two sides of the aromatic ring will be

under stretching/compression or rotation to accommodate

the displacement of the aromatic ring. In contrast, the vdW

forces applied to the C atoms in PMMA are rather distributed



Fig. 6 – (a) Molecular structures of the model epoxy and PMMA chains and the DWCNTemployed in the MD simulation. (b) The

calculated intermolecular interaction energy between each model polymer chain and the same DWCNT during the relaxation

process. The green curve shows the binding energy contributed by the carbon atoms in the aromatic rings in the model

epoxy chain. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 7 – Schematic of an aromatic ring on the surface of a

nanotube. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed

online.)
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loads with relatively small magnitudes, and their influence on

molecular structure of PMMA is somewhat limited, as illus-

trated in Fig. 5(c) and (d). It is noted that the side ester groups

in PMMA structures also hinders the closing of the PMMA

backbone to the nanotube surface, and thus has a limiting

effect on the interface binding interaction [51].

From an energy point of view, the relaxation of polymer

chains on a nanotube surface is mainly driven by the tube–

polymer vdW interaction and steric hindrance [52,53]. On

one hand, energy is released through the work done by the

attractive vdW force, and the total intermolecular energy or

vdW energy, which carries a negative sign, decreases. On

the other hand, the work done by the vdW force affects the

molecular conformation of the polymer, which is accompa-

nied by bond deformation (i.e., stretching or compression)

and/or rotation. The bond rotation in polymer chains leads

to the twisting of polymer backbones and energy dissipation.
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Therefore, the physisorption binding of a polymer on a nano-

tube surface will result in changes of the elasticity energy

stored in the polymer. Below, we investigate the relaxation

of epoxy and PMMA chains on the surface of nanotubes using

MD simulations.

The molecular structures shown in Fig. 6(a) illustrate the

model CNT and the model polymer chains employed in the

MD simulations: (1) a DWCNT that has an outer diameter of

3.1 nm (i.e., the median diameter of the tested tubes) and a

length of 10 nm; (2) a PMMA chain that is composed of eight

monomer units (122 atoms in total); (3) an epoxy chain that

is composed of two units of Epon 828 (i.e., n = 1 in the chem-

ical structure shown in Fig. 4(a)) and one unit of curing agent

EAP (114 atoms in total). The model molecules are better

described as oligomers than polymers; however, we use the

term ‘‘polymer’’ in this section for consistency. The model

PMMA and epoxy chains are initially placed along the side

of the DWCNT within the cutoff distance. Subsequently, they

are adsorbed onto the DWCNT surface due to the attractive
Fig. 8 – Selected MD snapshots showing the original and relaxed

and d) chains on the surface of the same model DWCNT. (A col
vdW force. For both the PMMA and the epoxy chains, different

initial conditions are studied to ensure that the calculated

adsorption energy does not depend on their initial conforma-

tions. If the simulation time were long enough, all the states

of the interface could be explored. The blue and red curves in

Fig. 6(b) show the evolution of the intermolecular interaction

energy during the relaxation of the respective polymer chains

on the surface of the same nanotube. It can be clearly seen

that the interaction energy for both polymers has an initial

decreasing trend with the relaxation time and then tends to

reach a steady state asymptotically. The magnitude of the

steady-state intermolecular interaction energy provides a

direct measure of the strength of the binding energy between

the polymer chains and the DWCNT. It can be seen that the

epoxy chain possesses a stronger binding interaction

(�48.1 kcal/mol) with the DWCNT compared with the PMMA

chain (�39.6 kcal/mol). Considering the fact that the

employed model epoxy chain has 7% fewer atoms than the

model PMMA chain, the interfacial energy between the model
conformations of the modeled epoxy (a and b) and PMMA (c

our version of this figure can be viewed online.)



Table 3 – Comparison of the orientation angle and distance of each aromatic ring in the model epoxy chain with respect to the
model CNT surface between their initial and relaxed states.

Index of aromatic rings Orientation Angle h (�) Distance (Å)

Initial Relaxed Initial Relaxed

Ring 1 32.14 34.92 7.16 4.41
Ring 2 72.16 26.19 7.33 4.20
Ring 3 25.33 38.65 5.54 4.48
Ring 4 88.01 18.06 7.59 4.06
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epoxy chain and the CNT is found, on a per atom basis, to be

30% higher than that of CNT–PMMA interfaces.

The green curve in Fig. 6(b) shows the interaction energy

contributed only by the C atoms in the aromatic rings in

epoxy. The results show that the average steady-state binding

energy (�17.5 kcal/mol) between the C atoms of the four aro-

matic rings in epoxy and the DWCNT makes a valuable contri-

bution to the whole binding energy: 21% of the aromatic

atoms contribute to 36.4% of the total binding energy. Our

results are consistent with the prior findings that aromatic

rings on the polymer backbone are able to align parallel to

the nanotube surface and form strong p–p interaction on

the tube–polymer interface [34,50,51,54,55]. Our MD results

show that the substantial binding energy contributed by the

aromatic rings results from their orientation angle and dis-

tance changes with respect to the nanotube surface. Fig. 7

schematically shows an aromatic ring on the surface of a

nanotube. Here, the orientation angle h is defined as the acute

angle formed by the normal axis of the ring plane with the

projection vector of the ring center on the nanotube central

axis. The distance is defined as the difference of the distance

of the ring center to the nanotube central axis and the outer

radius of the nanotube.

The selected MD snapshots in Fig. 8 show the initial and

the steady-state conformations of the model polymer chains

on the surface of the nanotube. For both polymers, the

selected steady-state confirmations correspond to the respec-

tive average steady-state binding energy, as indicated by the

arrows shown in Fig. 6(b). It can be seen that the epoxy chain

orientates its aromatic ring planes to align with, and also

moves closer to, the surface of the DWCNT to achieve a low

potential energy status. The prominent binding interaction

between the aromatic rings in the model epoxy and the

DWCNT breaks the initial energy-minimized configuration

of the epoxy chain and generates local net forces to trigger

the alignment motion of the rest of the epoxy chain to the

surface of the DWCNT. This process repeats until a new equi-

librium state is reached. There are four aromatic rings in the

model epoxy chain as marked by the circles in Fig. 8(a). We

check the change of the orientation angle and the distance

of each aromatic ring with respect to the nanotube surface

during the relaxation process, and the results are listed in

Table 3. The initial distances of the aromatic rings to the

nanotube surface are found to be within 5.54–7.59 Å, which

are contrasted with the much smaller values of 4.06–4.48 Å

for the steady-state shown in Fig. 8(b). On average, the dis-

tance of the aromatic ring to the surface of the nanotube

decreases by 37%. Therefore, it is quite clear that the all the
aromatic rings move closer to the nanotube surface during

the relaxation process. Unlike the clear trend shown in the

ring distance, the results for the ring’s orientation angle show

two opposite changes. As listed in Table 3, the results show a

substantial decrease of the orientation angle for rings 2 and 4,

while there is a modest increase for rings 1 and 3. On an aver-

age basis, the orientation angle of each aromatic ring

decreases by about 25�. The orientation change of the aro-

matic ring to be parallel to the nanotube surface facilitates

the formation of strong p–p interaction on the tube–polymer

interface, which contributes to the increase of the binding

energy. For the model PMMA chain, the snapshots shown in

Fig. 8(c) and (d) show that it rotates on the DWCNT surface

and does not have an obvious aligning process except for a

slight wrapping process, which is also an important phenom-

enon for the CNT–polymer interaction [34]. The steady-state

of the polymer chain on the surface of the tube is also a

kinetic process, which can be clearly seen from the fluctua-

tion in all the binding energy curves shown in Fig. 6(b). How-

ever, the quite small magnitude of the fluctuation suggests

that the variation of the distance and orientation angle of

all the aromatic rings are also in relatively small ranges.

Therefore, even though the steady-state results shown in

Fig. 8 are time-dependent, the analysis based on these results

is still valid.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we present a quantitative experimental study of

the CNT–epoxy interfacial strength using in situ electron

microscopy nanomechanical single-tube pull-out techniques.

Our results, for the first time, reveal that the maximum pull-out

load of CNT–epoxy interfaces is 44% stronger than that of

CNT–PMMA interfaces. Our MD simulations show that sub-

stantial molecular conformation changes in epoxy chains

occur in reaction to their vdW interaction with the nanotube

surface, which, in turn, result in a strong binding interface.

This study demonstrates that our in situ nanomechanical sin-

gle-tube experimental technique can be used to characterize

the unique nanomechanical signatures of the interfaces

formed by CNTs with a variety of polymer matrices, thus

enabling a convincing quantification and comparison of the

interfacial strength across different nanotube–polymer mate-

rial systems. The research findings presented in this paper

contribute to a better understanding of the load transfer on

the tube–polymer interface and the tube’s reinforcing mecha-

nism, and ultimately the optimal design and performance of

nanotube-reinforced polymer nanocomposites.
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